Characters:
Theo - (Entrepreneur, Magazine Editor and Podcaster).
Age: Mid 30s.
Appearance: Shaved head and in good shape. Typically wears a tan leather jacket, tan leather boots, tan leather-strapped
watch. Oh and he loves his aviator glasses.
Driven and hyper-ambitious, Theo too often sees the world in black and white, therefore frequently leaving him feeling
confused and exasperated.
Having run away from home and bringing himself up, Theo doesn't always understand the usual trivial stresses that
most people complain about, which makes him less patient and forgiving than he could be.
Re-uniting with his long-lost step-brother Mark, Theo has paid the tenancy on a nearby flat. However, Theo is
beginning to have second thoughts about this arrangement, due to their wildly conflicting personalities.
Theo continues to try and build the success of the magazine and podcast. One of Theo's previous co-hosts has left due to
disagreements and has now set up his own rival podcast. They remain on good terms... sort of.

Mark - (Theo's long-lost step-brother).
Age: Late 20s.
Appearance: Round faced and wide-eyed (either in wonder or confusion). Typically wears baggy and faded clothes.
Thinks his school blazer counts as smart attire.
Mark is piggy-backing off of Theo's successes. Theo constantly tries to help Mark and does his best to only see the best
in him. Unfortunately Mark is the opposite of Theo, he naively believes he is entitled to success without the work,
thinks that he is more talented than he really is.
Always looking for the easy option, Mark believes that big things SHOULD happen quickly and with little effort.
Despite this Theo continues to believe in him... Theo's friends think differently.

Adam - (Theo's best friend).
Age: Early 30s.
Appearance: Shaved head and heavily tattooed. Likes black clothes and oversized hoodies.
Adam has been Theo's best friend since they were both thrown out of a comedy club at the same time. Originally from
New York, Adam is a tattooist, musician and recovering sex addict who has decided to resurrect a faltering stand-up
comedy career.

Hannah - (Theo's close friend).
Age: Mid 20s.
Appearance: Blonde and petite, big eyed and with a wide smile. Dresses in a smart casual style that is suitable for both
meetings and last-minute auditions.
A struggling T.V presenter from a small town in North Devon who moved to London to pursue a career in T.V. Things
aren't going as well as she hoped, perhaps because she is a genuine and kind soul trying to make it in a ruthless industry.

Patrick - (Theo's Business manager/friend).
Age: Mid 30s (according to his dating profile).
Appearance: Tall and athletic, with long blond locks that reach halfway down his back. An immaculately styled beard.
Always dresses in a sharp-looking suit, except for when he is caught with his trousers down...
Having been there for Theo when nobody else was, Theo feels an ongoing loyalty to Patrick and now includes him in
all of his PR and Business endeavours. Their friendship is regularly tested due to Patrick's wandering eye... especially as
Patrick is married to a fiery Spanish woman.

Primary Locations:
•
•
•
•

Patrick and Theo's office.
The Hard Rock Cafe (their second office).
Tattoo parlour.
Theo's house.

